Estimation of stand crown cover using a generalized crown diameter model: application for the analysis of Portuguese cork oak stands stocking evolution
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A generalized non-linear tree crown diameter model was developed with the aim of allowing the computation of tree crown diameter over a large range of tree dimensions, and allowing its inclusion in forest growth and yield models. The model was formulated to provide biological meaning to the predicted values. Due to the nested structure of the data analyzed (trees within stands), both mixed- and fixed-effect models were developed. Since tree crown diameter is not frequently measured in forest inventories, the validation of the mixed model was carried out by considering the population specific response. The results demonstrate that when the measurements required for the mixed model calibration are not available, the use of the fixed effect model results in less biased and more accurate estimates. The fixed model was applied to the data from the two last Portuguese National Forest Inventories (NFI) to analyze the change in stand crown cover and assess the stocking evolution of cork oak stands in Portugal between 1996 and 2006. Results showed an increase in the frequency of stands with crown cover lower than 20%, as well as a decrease in the frequency of stands with crown cover between 20 and 40%. Average crown cover values were significantly different in the two NFI, with a decrease from 28.0 to 26.5% over the considered period.
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Introduction

Stand crown cover is an important variable for the assessment of forest productivity and sustainability. Its computation requires the measurement or estimation of the tree crown diameter, which is time-consuming and cost expensive, and therefore is not frequently measured in forest inventories. This has led to the development of generalized crown diameter models to this purpose (Gill et al. 2000, Condes & Sterba 2005, Thorpe et al. 2010).

In the last decade, crown diameter models have been developed for cork oak (Quercus suber L.) by Paulo et al. (2002), Sánchez-González et al. (2007) and Paulo & Tomé (2009). In particular, Paulo et al. (2002) developed a linear relation between diameter at breast height (dbh) and tree crown diameter (cw) with a limited data set collected on two typical low densities stands (varying from 67 to 97 tree ha⁻¹). From a biological standpoint, linear relationships can only be applied to young stands, when both variables are in the linear phase of the growth curve. In older stands, the relationship between diameter and crown width growth is no longer linear. Therefore, the usage of linear models as done by Paulo et al. (2002) is considered not suitable for the application to a large geographical scale. A crown diameter model was developed by Sánchez-González et al. (2007) using a large data set from the second Spanish National Forest Inventory (NFI), where all trees with diameter at breast height above 7.5 cm were measured. Despite considering five alternative model functions (linear, parable, power, monomolecular and Hossfeld II), none of these was formulated in order to reflect biological characteristics, such as the existence of an upper asymptote in the relationship between diameter and crown width. The final selected model was a concave parabolic function which included the quadratic mean diameter under cork as independent variable and a value of zero for model interception. Due to its formulation, this model predicts, for some combinations of diameter at breast height and quadratic mean diameter, a decrease of tree crown diameter for larger diameters. Thus, this model also can not be considered suitable from a biological standpoint.

Despite several supporting measures for combating forest dieback across European Union countries (Requardt et al. 2009), cork oak tree mortality is currently increasing and is one of the main concerns for the future sustainability and productivity in Mediterranean oak woodlands. Its cause is likely due to the interaction of several biotic and/or abiotic factors (Sousa et al. 2007). According to the Portuguese NFI, a
 decrease in the stocking of stands has been recorded – from an average stand density of 85 to 65 trees ha$^{-1}$, as well as in stand basal area under cork – from 5.72 to 4.82 m$^2$ha$^{-1}$ (DGF 2001, AFN 2010), with consequent losses in cork production and carbon sequestration (Paulo & Tomé 2010b, Coelho et al. 2012) that impact the Portuguese forests and economy. However, information is lacking on another variable that is important for the analysis of stand stocking, i.e., stand crown cover.

Cork oak stands are generally managed as agroforestry or silvopastoral areas, with crown cover traditionally used for defining stand stocking limits according to the management objectives, i.e., cork, pasture and/or animal production (Natividade 1950, Montero & Cañellas 2005). The main objective of this research is the development of a generalized non-linear model for the tree crown diameter prediction that can be used for a large range of tree diameter values and that is biologically representative, in order to allow its inclusion in growth and yield models such as the SUBER model (Paulo & Tomé 2010a, 2010b, 2014, Paulo 2011, Paulo et al. 2011), NFI data sets and other plot types where the lower threshold of diameter at breast height (dbh) over cork is 2.5 cm. All candidate models were formulated to ensure biologically meaningful predictions, as suggested by Burkhart & Tomé (2012). The developed model will be applied to the data from the last two Portuguese NFI (DGF 2001, AFN 2010), allowing the assessment of the evolution of stands crown cover in Portuguese cork oak stands between 1996 and 2006.

### Material and methods

#### Data collection

Tree crown diameter (cw) was computed at tree level as the average of crown radius measurements taken on the four main cardinal points. The data set used to fit the tree crown diameter model consisted of 12 768 observations, measured on 320 permanent plots spread over the distribution range of cork oak in Portugal. Permanent plots had a circular shape with an area of 2827 m$^2$. A set of independent observations was also used to validate the selected model. This additional data set consists of 1373 observations taken at 29 forest inventory plots (circular plots of 2827 m$^2$). All plots were located in cork oak pure stands. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the plots used in this analysis.

For both the above data sets the following stand parameters were calculated: number of trees per hectare (N), basal area (Gu), dominant diameter (du_dudom), dominant height (hdom) and quadratic mean diameter (dug). All stand variables related to tree diameter refer to diameter under cork (du in cm). This variable was computed by subtracting cork thickness (ct in mm) measured with a caliper on trees with mature cork (du = d - 2ct/10), or using the model presented by Paulo & Tomé (2014) for the estimation of dbh under cork in trees presenting virgin cork at breast height (undebarked trees). Only trees with dbh over cork > 7.5 cm were considered in the computation of the above stand variables. This definition allows the application of the proposed model in future national forest inventory data analysis. Nonetheless, the developed model can be applied to all trees over 2.5 cm of dbh over cork, as this threshold was used for tree measurements in the plots for both the fitting and the validation data sets. Due to the low average density of cork oak stands, dominant trees were defined as the 25 thickest trees per hectare (Paulo et al. 2015). The range of values characterizing the fitting and validation data sets is presented in Tab. 1.

A total of five distance-independent competition indexes were computed (Burkhart & Tomé 2012), namely: the ratio between the tree diameter under cork (du) and the dominant diameter (du_dudom), between du and the quadratic mean diameter (dug), and between du and the maximum diameter (du dumax). Additionally, two competition indexes (indicated as G>du and G>du_dudom) were computed as the sum of the basal area of all trees with a diameter larger than the subject tree and the sum of the basal area of all trees with a diameter greater than or equal to that of the subject tree, respectively.

### Summary statistics of the data sets used for fitting and validate the models developed in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>cw</th>
<th>du</th>
<th>dug</th>
<th>hdom</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Gu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>(cm)</td>
<td>(cm)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>(ha)</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitting</td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>8.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>128.9</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>929</td>
<td>30.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>10.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>112.7</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>39.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1 - Summary statistics of the data sets used for fitting and validate the models developed in this study. (du): diameter at breast height under cork; (cw): crown diameter; (hdom): dominant height; (dudom): dominant diameter; (dug): quadratic mean diameter; (N): number of trees per hectare; (Gu): basal area under cork.

### Additional information

For the computation of the above stand variables, only trees with dbh over cork > 7.5 cm were considered. This threshold was used for tree measurements in the plots for both the fitting and the validation data sets. Due to the low average density of cork oak stands, dominant trees were defined as the 25 thickest trees per hectare (Paulo et al. 2015). The range of values characterizing the fitting and validation data sets is presented in Tab. 1.

A total of five distance-independent competition indexes were computed (Burkhart & Tomé 2012), namely: the ratio between the tree diameter under cork (du) and the dominant diameter (du_dudom), between du and the quadratic mean diameter (dug), and between du and the maximum diameter (du dumax). Additionally, two competition indexes (indicated as G>du and G>du_dudom) were computed as the sum of the basal area of all trees with a diameter larger than the subject tree and the sum of the basal area of all trees with a diameter greater than or equal to that of the subject tree, respectively.
National Forest Inventories data

The NFI carried out in 1995-1996, designated as IFN4 (DGF 2001), includes 371 measured plots, while the 2005-2006 NFI, designated as IFN5 (AFN 2010), includes 970 plots. Tree diameter at breast height was measured in both inventories, tree total height was measured for dominant trees in IFN5 and tree crown diameter was measured in sample trees in IFN4. Their values are published in official reports (DGF 2001, AFN 2010).

Crown diameter model fitting

Candidate models for the relationship between tree height and diameter were obtained from the list proposed by Paulo et al. (2011). Among the 33 models originally proposed by Huang et al. (2000), Paulo et al. (2011) selected those increasing monotonically and showing an upper asymptote. The existence of an inflection point (Lei & Parresol 2001) was not considered compulsory, since the relation between tree diameter and tree crown variables did not show any inflection point. This is supported by data measurements observed for both the fitting and the validation data sets (Fig. 2), as well as by previous reports for cork oak (Sánchez-González et al. 2007) and other species (Condes & Sterba 2005).

Some of the candidate functions had to be modified from their original form in order to ensure consistent values at the point (du, cw) = (0, cw0), where cw0 is a positive value corresponding to the tree crown diameter when the individual tree reaches 1.30 m of total height. Since cw0 has to be estimated, such candidate models included an additional parameter as compared with their original formulation by Huang et al. (2000). No limits were considered for the number of parameters to be included in the model.

Overall, ten candidate models were selected for further analyses (see Tab. S1 in Appendix 1). Fitting of the selected candidate functions was carried out using the data from each plot and the nonlinear least squares (NLS) method implemented in the SAS® MODEL procedure (SAS Institute 2011a). To ensure meaningful estimates, only plots with more than 30 observations were considered. The mean square error of prediction (MSEP) for plot i was calculated for each candidate model as follows (eqn. 1):

$$\text{MSEP}_i = \frac{1}{n_i-1} \sum_{j=1}^{n_i} (\hat{e}_{ij})^2,$$

where \( \hat{e}_{ij} \) is the residual from the j-th tree in the i-th plot and \( n_i \) is the number of trees in the i-th plot. The sum of MSEP obtained for each plot (\( \sum \text{MSEP} \)) was computed for each function, and used as a criterion to select the best-fitting candidate model (Paulo et al. 2011). Additional criteria were the adjusted R-square (adj-R²) and mean square error (MSE) obtained by fitting each equation to the complete fitting data set.

Values predicted by the selected model for each plot were plotted against the observed stand variables for all the parameters considered, as well as against the tree competition indexes values calculated for each corresponding plot and tree. In addition, regression analysis was carried out by ordinarily least squares, in order to identify which parameters of the model were mostly related to the stand variables and/or tree distance-independent competition indexes. In order to avoid multicollinearity problems due to overparameterization of the model, only variables largely correlated with the estimated coefficients were included (Paulo et al. 2011). After the model parameters have been expressed as a function of these variables, the model was finally refitted using the complete fitting data set, and the significance of coefficients assessed by asymptotic t-tests.

Heteroscedasticity was frequently detected by plotting the studentized residuals versus the predicted values for each tree variable. To overcome this problem, two alternative weight functions were tested. The weight functions were defined as (eqn. 2, eqn. 3):

$$\hat{w}_j = \frac{1}{\hat{c}_j^2},$$

% where \( \hat{c}_j \) is the weight given to the observation, \( x_j \) is the predicted value of crown diameter and \( i, j \) are the plot and tree indexes, respectively. The selection of the weight function was made based on the Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) and MSEP values obtained. The model obtained at this stage was designated as the fixed effects model.

The fixed effects model was finally refitted using a mixed model approach (Pinheiro & Bates 2000). Due to the nested structure of the data (trees inside plots), random effects associated to the plot were tested on each of the fixed model parameters using the SAS® macro NLINMIX (SAS Institute 2011b), and resulted in three alternative mixed effects models, whose formulation differed in the parameter including the plot random effect. The selection of the best-fitting mixed-effect model was carried out based on the Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) and MSEP values.

Evaluation of model performances

The evaluation of the predictive performance of the models (model validation) was carried out using the independent validation data set on the following models: (i) the fixed-effect and (ii) the mixed-effect models developed in this study; (iii) the fixed-effect model proposed by Paulo et al. (2002); and (iv) the mixed-effect model developed by Sánchez-González et al. (2007). The model proposed by Paulo & Tomé (2009) was not considered since its application is restricted to young trees. The mixed effect model validation may be carried out considering the model population or subject specific response. The latter requires the measurements of the response variable (crown diameter) in a subsample of trees in the plot, a process called calibration procedure (Fang & Bailey 2001, Meng & Huang 2009). Since the models developed in this study were applied at data collected on forest inventories (where no measurements of tree crown diameter were made), the validation was carried out considering the population specific response. In this case, the mean responses were obtained with the fitted nonlinear mixed effects models by setting to zero the random effects. This allowed to test the usefulness of the inclusion of random parameters in the model in the case the calibration procedure was not applicable.
Model efficiency was calculated as the proportion of variation explained by the model ($Ef$ – eqn. 4):

$$Ef = 1 - \frac{\sum_i (\hat{y}_i - y_i)^2}{\sum_i (y_i - \bar{y})^2}$$

where $r_i$ is the residual for observation $i$; $\bar{y}$ is the tree crown diameter for observation $i$; $\hat{y}$ is the mean value of the tree crown diameter from all the observations and $n$ is the number of observations in the validation data set.

To evaluate the model bias, the mean value of residuals ($Mr$) was calculated as follows (eqn. 5):

$$Mr = \frac{\sum_i r_i}{n}$$

and the mean of absolute residuals ($Mar$) was computed to evaluate the model precision (eqn. 6):

$$Mar = \frac{\sum_i |r_i|}{n}$$

The 5th and 95th percentiles (p5 and p95) of the distribution of residuals were also computed. Models obtained from the application to the validation data set were also compared by plotting their predicted values in the same diagram in order to help assessing their predictive performances.

### Analysis of stand stocking values in Portuguese cork oak stands

To analyze pure cork oak stands stocking from IFN4 to IFN5, tree crown diameter was estimated for each tree in the inventory plots using the model selected based on the criteria mentioned above. The predicted tree crown diameters allowed to assess the stand crown cover, expressed as a percentage. For each of the IFN4 and IFN5 data sets, these values were grouped into classes with a 10% range. Due to the low frequency of stands with more than 50% of stand crown cover, all stands above this threshold were included in a single class. Using the IFN4 values as a reference, percent variation of each crown cover class was determined for the period 1996-2006 (IFN4 and IFN5). The average stand crown cover of pure cork oak stands in Portugal was computed for the years 1996 and 2006. Crown cover mean values of the IFN4 and IFN5 plots were compared using a two-samples $t$-test. Equal variances of the two samples compared was verified by an F-test.

### Results

#### Crown diameter model fitting

The full list of candidate models tested in this study is reported in Tab. S1 (Appendix 1). Models 1, 4 and 8 had the best goodness-of-fit statistics and achieved convergence for all plots (Tab. 2). Models 4 and 8 performed slightly better than model 1, and were therefore considered for the further analyses.

The strongest relationships for model parameters were found between dominant height ($h_{dom}$) in model 4 (parameters $b$ and $c$) and $du\_dug$ competition index (i.e., the ratio between tree diameter and stand quadratic mean diameter under cork) in model 8 (parameter $b$). In both models the parameter $a$, associated to the asymptote value, had the weakest relationship to any of the considered variables. As dominant height was not available in forest inventory data, model 8 (including the parameter $b$ expressed as function of $du\_dug$) was selected for the next stage. The fixed effects model was therefore defined as (eqn. 7):

$$cw = 28.502 \cdot e^{-66.436 + 4.201 \cdot du\_dug \cdot \frac{da}{dug}}$$

Since the selected model includes three parameters, a total of three alternative mixed effects models were tested, each model including the random effect ($u_i$) in one of the parameters $a$, $b$ or $c$. The inclusion of a random effect to parameter $c$ caused the model not to converge, as well as the inclusion of more than one random effect in the model. After comparison of the AIC values for the three alternative mixed effect models, the mixed model including a random parameter in the parameter $b$ ($u_b$) was selected. Hence, the random effect model was formulated as follows (eqn. 8):

$$cw = 25.123 \cdot e^{-58.346 + 3.490 \cdot du\_dug \cdot \frac{da}{dug} + u_b}$$

Tab. 3 reports the parameter estimates and variance components for both fixed- and mixed-effect crown-diameter models.

### Assessing predictive performances

Validation statistics were used for the comparison of the predictive performances of the fixed and random models developed here, as well as of the models proposed by Paulo et al. (2002) and Sánchez-González et al. (2007). The results of the validation step are presented in Tab. 4. The fixed effects model developed in this study presented very similar results to those obtained using the model by Sánchez-González et al. (2007). Contrarily, the model by
Fig. 3 - Crown diameter predictions using the validation data set. (a) The model by Paulo et al. (2002) vs. the model by Sánchez-González et al. (2007); (b) the fixed vs. the random effects models developed in this study; (c) the model by Sánchez-González et al. (2007) vs. the fixed effects model developed in this study; (d) the model by Sánchez-González et al. (2007) vs. the random effect model developed in this study.

Fig. 4 - Crown diameter predictions obtained by the fixed- and the mixed-effect models in four stands from the validation data set characterized by a wide range of quadratic mean diameters (15, 25, 35 and 50 cm, respectively).
Paulo et al. (2002) showed the worst performances due to its linear formulation. Therefore, the fixed-effect model was selected for the analysis of cork oak stands stocking evolution.

The results of the validation step carried out for the models considered in this analysis are displayed in Fig. 3, where pairwise comparisons of their predicted values are shown: (a) the Paulo et al. (2002) model versus the Sánchez-González et al. (2007) model (Fig. 3a); (b) the fixed- versus the random-effects model developed in this study (Fig. 3b); (c) the Sánchez-González et al. (2007) versus the fixed effects model (Fig. 3c); and (d) the Sánchez-González et al. (2007) versus the random effect model proposed in this analysis (Fig. 3d).

The results of the application of the fixed- and random-effect models on four stands from the validation data set are shown in Fig. 4. These stands were selected in order to better analyze the model performances over a wide range of quadratic mean diameters (15, 25, 35 and 50 cm, respectively).

**Evolution of stand stocking values in Portuguese cork oak**

Average crown cover values of pure cork oak stands in Portugal were estimated to be 28.0% and 26.5% based on IFN4 and IFN5 data sets, respectively, resulting in a decrease of the average value by 1.5% in the period 1996-2006. Such difference was statistically significant after the application of the t-test (p<0.05). In addition, stands were grouped in 10% range classes of crown cover percentage, and for each class the difference in frequency between the IFN4 and the IFN5 was calculated (Fig. 5). The differences between IFN4 and IFN5 ranged from 0.4-0.5% for high crown cover classes (>40%) up to 4-5% for lower crown cover classes (10-40%).

**Discussion**

**Crown diameter modeling**

Although an asymptotic trend is expected in the relationship between diameter at breast height and tree crown diameter, several authors observed a linear relation between the two mentioned variables (Hausenauer et al. 1997, Condés & Sterba 2005, Sánchez-Gonzáález et al. 2007, Paulo & Tomé 2009). This was also the case in this study, where a large range of values of tree diameter at breast height and crown diameter were analyzed (dbh up to 128.9 cm and cv up to 21.5 m). The underlying reason seems related to the size of trees included in the available data sets, that were far from their potential maximum growth. For example, Goes (1984) found monumental cork oak trees with dbh of 200 cm and more than 30 m crown radius, while Sánchez-González et al. (2007) reported a largest tree with dbh of 124.80 cm and a crown diameter of 17.45 m. This supports the hypothesis that the linear relationship between dbh and tree crown diameter observed in this study is due to the lack of old-growth, large trees in the available data sets.

Linear relationships are not considered suitable for the development of crown diameter models as they do not provide biological meaning for parameter values or predicted values (Burkhart & Tomé 2012). This is particularly important when models are applied to a large range of tree and stand values. In this study, model selection has been carried out by restricting the choice to models with formulations that can provide adequate behavior to this purpose.

Another important issue concerning tree variable modeling is related with the nested structure of the data (trees within plots). Taking this structure into account, a mixed model approach was used including random parameters at plot level. This approach is commonly used in different sectors of forest research, e.g., modeling tree variable relation (Adame et al. 2008, Calama & Montero 2004, Paulo et al. 2011, Paulo & Tomé 2010a). Although the use of mixed models is suitable for the analysis of the data sets considered in this study, the computation of subject-specific responses is possible only when the predicted variable is measured in some individuals of the sample (trees inside plots). When these data are not available (as in our case), the calibration process is not carried out, the random effects are assumed to be zero, and a population average response can only be obtained. In nonlinear models, such as those applied for modeling tree crown diameter, population response estimates are not equal to estimates obtained with fixed effect models. This was demonstrated by Meng et al. (2009), who showed that when the calibration process is not accomplished, the fixed effect models result in lower prediction errors than the population response estimates. Similar results were obtained by De-Miguel et al. (2013).

In this study, a distance-dependent competition index (the ratio between the tree diameter and the quadratic mean diameter) was included in the formulation of the model. Such index is related to the hierarchical position of each tree within the stand (Burkhart & Tomé 2012). Similarly, Paulo & Tomé (2009) and Sánchez-González et al. (2007) also found the quadratic mean diameter to be the most significant stand variable in their models.

Model comparisons carried out in this study revealed that the predictive performances of the developed fixed-effect model were similar to those obtained using the model by Sánchez-González et al. (2007). However, the absence of an asymptote value and the interception of the model made at when y=0, do not ensure a biological meaning to model predictions. The estimated value for the asymptote was 28.5 m for the fixed-effects model and 25.1 m for the random-effects model. The former value seems more suitable for the cork oak species, as compared with values obtained on monumental trees in Portugal (Goes 1984), while the latter has to be considered...
too low. Furthermore, the model interception (corresponding to the tree crown value when total height reaches 1.3 m) was 1.00 m for the fixed effects model and 0.97 m for the random effects model. Both values are considered suitable for the species analyzed.

**Evolution of stand stocking values for Portuguese cork oak stands**

Crown cover percentage is traditionally one of the most important variables for the management of cork oak stands both in typical silvopastoral areas and in forest stands. Values recommended for management of these stands (Natividade 1950, Montero & Cañellas 2003, Serrada et al. 2008) are remarkably higher than the average value of 26.6% that currently characterizes Portuguese stands of cork oak, according to AFN (2010). Based on the estimates obtained using the proposed model, an increase in frequency of lower crown cover classes (< 20%) and a decrease in frequency of higher crown cover classes (20% to 40%) was observed for cork oak stands in Portugal between 1996 and 2006. Since the area covered by cork oak stands in Portugal has not changed in the same period based on the available data (DG 2001, AFN 2010, ICNF 2013), two main causes may be hypothesized to explain the aforementioned trend: (1) a decrease in the area covered by cork oak plantations and a decrease in the stocking of adult stands. The low stocking of adult stands may lead to a decrease in the potential value of cork production, an increase of landscape fragmentation (Costa et al. 2014), and a decrease in tree regeneration of stands (Caldeira et al. 2014). In the long term, if the current trend will last, a large area of cork oak stands might be compromised in terms of sustainability of cork production. These results call for the definition of measures for the protection of stands and for the increase of stand density by natural or artificial tree regeneration, both in pure forest and silvopastoral areas.

**Conclusion**

Forest inventories provide important data sets for stands characterization. However, tree crown diameter is frequently not measured in forest inventories, since it is time-consuming and cost expensive. Generalized crown diameter models allow to predict and evaluate crown cover, a relevant stand variable for cork oak stands management. In this study, two generalized crown diameter models were developed, including a competition index that takes into account the effect of the position of trees in the stand structure on their crown diameter. Model evaluation, model characteristics and parameter estimation values highlighted that the fixed-effect model should be used when measurements of crown diameter are not available for the calibration procedure, while the mixed-effect model should be chosen when model calibration is feasible.

The fixed-effects model was applied to data from the two last Portuguese forest inventory data in order to assess changes of crown cover values in the period 1996-2006. Results showed a decrease in crown cover values of Portuguese cork oak stands, increasing the frequency of stands with less than 20% crown cover and decreasing the frequency of stands with 20% to 40% crown cover percentage. Average crown cover also decreased from 28.0% to 26.5% in the same period. These results highlight the constraints that may affect the sustainability of cork production in some stands in Portugal.
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